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Abstract 

cl£:pcndent exponent 

~rhe analysis of mathernatlc2.1 model. labofc.tory rneasuren1ent of parallel LU.llil'"LLeU 

cnd dat.e of oT!-slre measurement the usefulness of the n.ovel rnetnod, to calculate 
voltage de:[xJl.d,cnt characteristics. Ccntlnuous and functions 

dependent Q [; static characteristics :-or parallel 1I1,:iuctJ':e and 
inductive-capacitive non-linear loads. T'hese functions can be implemented in 

cdvanced netv~'ork simulation programs like Electro-DYTI;::mic Simul2.t~()n (EDS) by differ-
ent orders. 

h"~ eYiL'ords: non-linear load nlociels. 'lolt.2.ge dependent static load characteristics, equF'c:
lent models for cOTI1binc:d inductive and inducti\'e-capacitive loads. 

1 ~ Introduction 

The fundamental frequency non-linear loads in the po\\'er indude 
different types of inducTive loads. mainly transformers. and rotating electric 
machines, due to their non-linear voltage-current characteristics. In elec
tric networks, of course, there are large-scale parallel connected capacitive 
and non-linear inductive loads. Computer programs simulating this type of 
non-linearity, mostly use the constant exponent type of the Q - F charac
teristics with proposed range of the constant exponent (e.g, ex = 2" . 6), 
Generally, the Z type model is employed in several widely-used simulation 
programs, resulting in a limited accuracy. This paper is based on a former 
one [16], where a novel approach of getting a more accurate model of ~he 
saturation characteristics of single non-linear inductive loads was discussec. 
introducing the voltage dependent exponent (3(u) and there was given iTS c:.Yi
alytical solution with first and second order regression for the single 
Q - U characteristics, By the evaluation of the m;:uhematical mode, led: 
oratory measurements and on-site measurements of some measured oad",. 
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Q - G- static characteristics of the voltage dependent6t ( u) and ~((u) are 
produced as a 'nevy· non-linear load characteristics', for pure inductive and 
combined inductive-capacitive non-linear load, first by graphical function, 
later by analytic way. 

In this publication the reactive power consumed by the non-linear load 
is expressed in the next forms: 

Q(u) Qow/Uor', ( la) 

or 
Q(u) Qo(U (1 b) 

or 
Q( Qo(U (lc) 

,,\·here: Uo ,md Qo: reference values of voltage and reactive pmver: 
G : constant exponent for the polynom 

rll 
} 

(u 

model: 
: new yoltage dependent exponent of single inductive 
load characteristics according to the [16]1: 

: ne-,'; voltage dependent exponent of the combined 
loads (parallel connected inductive-capacitive loads) 
according to this publication: 

: actuai yoltage :n p.u. 

In this publication 
model can oe more 
comoined loads. 

the verification is gn;en that the earlier 
r inductiVe and 

STeps of 
the e'ialuation of 

Due to the linlited volull1e of :his discussion \\~as n"lade 
for ITliniIIl1Jrn llUI11ber of selected cases 111 order to 5hov·; the o1,:erall 

2. Goals 311d Iv1ethods 

The main objectives of tnis v;ork are as fol10\\"5: 

-- to have non-linear load representation with sufficient 
abling the modeling of most non-linear load 
characteristics regarding the voltage dependency, 

11n [he previous publication the terms ·poiynom· and ·monOIlome· were used for the 
mathematical expressions where the base of the exponential function is voltage as the 
variable and the exponent is sometimes a constant (Xk form) or sometimes the variable 
itself. The ·mononome' is [he special case of polynom by a single component. 
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- to show that pure inductive and combined non-linear load character
istics should be represented with variable voltage dependent function. 
to increase the accuracy of the computer simu\?,tion models, 

- to represent most of the cITeccs of the non-linear load elements, 
to develop load model characteristics that should correspond to the 
physical loads. 

- to have a load with sufficient flexibility to allow se\'era] forms 
of representation in the computer simulation programs like EDS. In 
order cO have pure and controllable results, based on che objectives 
listed above. the follov;ing types of im'estigations were developed: 

I. :v1athematical rnociels of non-linear load sinlulaljOI1S 
thod). 

me-

rernents. 

Both variations: 

:Vlore inductive components. with different C-I curves. 
Parallel inducti-;;e and 102.ds of different compensation 1e','els. 

rH. On-site measurements and evaiuation of the resuhs, 

The variations in the methods (mc.thematical model. test.s in labora-
tory and on-site m,:aEiuren.le'[lts support: 

the use of new and more aCCU[(Lte. advanced models. 
the e-;;aluation of the effect of the selection of [',et on the 3t ( and 

vaiuEs, 
e-;;aluation ,iIld comparison of the accuracy or lhe different models. 

the 'feed-back' betv:een the physicaliy tested modelS and the different 
f)'pes of advanced mathematical analysis. 

On the basis of the in-;;estigations and their conclusions. it is not possi
ble to model such high (and non-linear) voltage dependency over the voltage 
range of interest surrounding the nominal voltage with the most commonly 
used constant type models. Therefore. a new proposed clpproach of power 
relationship to voltage as 'polynom type' model was produced u:ith voliagE 
dependentel:ponent of 3( u) and ~((u) instead of the constant Exponent. 

:Vlost of the steps of this work are ready in an algorithm, and the 
algorithm is realized and tested in computer programs. 

The generally used polynom type of the non-linear models by constant 
exponent has been assumed, The generally used equation fOI parallel non
lineal inductive load replEsentation which is considered to be the generally 
used poly nom type of the non-linear models by constant exponent is given 
below: 

( 
U ) et) ( U ) Cl2 r-.. ( U \ Cl, 

QLlO Uo + QL20 U
o

, = Quo U
o

) (2) 
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On the left hand side there are the components of the single load. On 
the right hand side there is the 'expected' poly nom (or mononome) type 
for the equivalent models. In the general case, if 0'1 i 0'2, there is no 
accurate solution because the sum of two polynoms cannot be equal to a 
third polynom (mononome) except at one operating point. 

To solve this contradiction, there is an assumption to find the solution 
by the help of the 'voltage modulated' or 'voltage dependent' exponent of 
the polynom: 

(3) 

In these eq uatiolls: 
0'1: 0'2 : constant exponent of each inductive load (0'), Ci2 > 2), 
O't : constant exponent of the combined inductive loads (O't > 2), 
Q LlO, Q L20: reference reactive power of each inductive load. 
Qvo : reference reactive power of the total inductive load, 
Q 101, Q L2 : act ual reactive power of each ind ucti ve load. 

If the assumption that 0'1,0'2 are constants is not correcL then there is 
a general assumption that the components are explained as 'voltage depen
dent exponents' 8 1 (u) and 8 2 (u), documented in the previous publication 

. and the total load can be expressed in a similar way. This proposed 
new general form of parallel pure non-linear inductive load representation 
is given belov,': 

where: (u), 

The 
load 

u) : ne\,' voltage dependent exponeI1t of ind uetive load 
(u).82(u) > 2): 

: new voltage dependent exponent of total induccive 
load (u»2). 

non-linear combined znI1u!:tZlJe··CQPOC1-

(
C\2 fT-

Qeo -::-:- I = Qw ( v 

.00/ \ 

Here are the same problems. First: if it were right that for the inductive 
load 0' > 2 and it were constant, then the subtraction of two polynoms could 
not be produced as a third polynom (mononome). Second: in general case 
for the inductive loads 0' i constant. To solve these contradictions there is 
an assumption to find the solution, similar to the previous L1 + L2 case [4], 
111 the proposed new general form: 

QL(u,3(u)) Qe(u,O' = 2) = Qt(u, l'(U)) , ( 6) 
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where: Qw : reference reactive power of the total combined load, 
Q LO, Qco: reference re<lctive pmver of the inductive or ca-

pacitive load, 
QL, Qc : actual value of single inductive or capacitive load, 

: actual value of equivalent combined load, 
-( : exponent of the corn bined load. 

n:-,!v'"" of the Model 

3.]. PUTe Inductive Loads 

ei:.:aluation is carried out in 
or 

The data 
are generated 
0_8 to 1.20 p.ll. 

V(U.l<eClVll belween 

Table 1. Paranleters of the mathernatical model 

3.] .1. Smaller Load with Greater Exponent 

The first inductive load (L1) pmyer exponent 0'1 is set to 0'1 = 6, and the 
reactive power value is set to QLl = 0 .. 5 * Q[2) the second inductive load 
has power exponent 0'2 set to 0'2 = 2. 

The result of the calculated combined inductive load characteristic 
3t (u) is shown in Table;] and plotted in Fig. 1. The r1 ... r3 parameters 
are different variations of the reference voltages in Eq. (2). 

3.1.2. Greater Load with Greater Exponent 

The first and second load exponents 0'1 and 0'2 are kept constant with the 
same values as in the previous part. The reactive power of the second load 
is set to Q L2 = 0.5 * Q L1 (greater load has greater exponent). 
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Table 2 3d u) of smaller load wit h greater exponent 

Cases (rJ 
1 
2 
3 

Uref p.u. 

0.80 

LOO 
1.20 

2.13> Gt(u) < 3.29 

2.98> 3t (11) < 3.67 
3.29> 3t (11) < 3.96 

The results of the calculated combined inductive load characteristics 
:3t (u) are shown in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 2. 

Table 3. ,3, (u) of greater load with greater exponent 

< 5.17 

From the results of the mathematical model of pure inductive load Figs. 1 
and 2. it is seen that: 

the 'equiyalent load' (u) exponent is not constant. 
the range of depends on the of the cornponents 
and 0:i). 

the Ul<:Ll!;:"" of [-[ef causes 501112 or characteristics. 

4.5 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

-er rl =0.8 p.u. 
_ ,2=1.0 

r3=1 

2.0 ':::-:::---'---,--::---'---':-::~-'---",---'---'----'---' 
0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 

Up:u. 

Fig. 1. 3:( u) characteristics of smaller load with greater exponent 



5.0 

4.0 

3.5 

0.85 

::O!,,"-LI;\'2.-!.a LO ... ; es 

0.95 1.05 

_r1 =O.SOpu 
~ r2=~.0 DU 
-@- r3=i .2 pu 
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forrri of the J t function Uej)e!!.U on the selection 

the 3[( IS less than the 
srnaller et: exponent, and closer to the 
value: 

and than the 
having larger Q LO 

the pure combined inductive load characteristic can be b~' 
means of a continuous. non-linear exponent .J! Figs. 1. 2). 

3.2. Combincd fndvctil'c-Capacitic'c LOCids 

It has been memioned that the equivalent Q - U static characteristics can
not have consta.nt eXDonent. due to the subtraction of the inductive and 
capacitive reactiw p~\':er components [4]. This \vas only a remark in this 
pu blication that started the analysis of how a general method of the eval
uation can be developed for non-linear loads. The combined load data is 
generated by the analytical equation (5), \vith assumed reference values of 
QLO = 20 kVar with constant et = 6 for all the cases and Qeo = 15.0 kVar 
for case L Qeo = 25.0 kVar for case 2. 

Due to the role of the compensation level on the calculation, it is needed 
to introduce compensation ratio (K), \vhich, in general, is a frequency and 
voltage dependent variable expressed as follows: 

(7a) 

Frequency dependent load is not considered in this study. so Eq. (7a) can 
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be reviritten as 

I((u) = Qc(u) 
, QL(u) 

for general cases, like 0 > 2 as well. (7b) 

It means that, in general, the compensation ratio (K) is not constant due 
to different voltage functions of the inductive and capacitive components of 
the pO\ver. In the linear network 0 = 2, disappears the role of the voltage 
dependent reactive power in the inductive and capacitive components. Only 
in this case I( is constant and it can be expressed by the reference values of 
power: 

v _ Qeo 
-\.0 - Q _ . 

, 1..,0 
(7c) 

Of course, for theoretical reasons, there is the possibility to define this ratio 
for the non-linear cases, as \vell. In these cases 1'(0 represents this ratio only 
in the reference point. la other words it means that for non-linear network 
itself the resonance depends on the uoliage. This is a singulaf in 
Eq. (5) because the right hand side of this equation is zero, 'actual combined 
load reactive power is zero', the coefricient 'reference reactive po\ver of the 
combined load' Qm Q Lo - Qeo is zero, too, and the searched exponent 

is undefined. To find this critical voltage. these arc the follmving steps 
to calculate it: 

In the point of the resonance Eq. 
two components are equal: 

gives zero and in consequence the 

( c)r 
(JLO \- " 

nence 

( G- '1 " 
" ) 

( C' ) 
\, / 

( 
\ 

For example, if on the nominal \'oltage there is = 0.9 of the 

/ ~ \ 

2 ( " .-) 

\ / 

and for the inducti\'e component 0 = 6 then, U 6-~ 0.974Uo, 
that is about 3% change in the voltage makes singularity in this model. (On 
this type of network 2.6% decrease in the voltage makes the case of the 
resonance!) . 

The previous facts result in the new approach of the problems, so 
more attention has to be paid to the resonance and to the behavior of the 
characteristics before and after the resonance. To avoid the discontinuity at 
the resonance point, the calculation of ~r( u) characteristic must be divided 
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into tu:o segments, the first one which is before the resonance zone and the 
second one is after the resonance zone. The evaluation of the combined 
load charactenstlC was made for these two cases. Qeo < Q[O and 
Qeo > Q[o. 

3.2.1. Case 1 Qc-o < 

The compensation level at the nominal voltage in this case was set to Qeo 
0.75 ¥ Q [0 , 2~d the voltage. at .~·~ich the resonance. occurs. is 
calculated 1 he resonance Itself IS not only a funcllon of the 
Qeo/Qro of voltage. accordi:1g to Eg. or 
Fig. and capacitive components. and the totEd value 
of reactiYe po\';er. 

70 

:Ylathematicai model. reactive powe, ·')f case 

From Fig. 3. the follO\\ing remarks are drav-:n: 

aj In the point of resonance the total reactive pO\ver Qt ) is zero, and 
the voltage'at this point is called resonance voltage, 

b) In the case of (0 > 2 and L- > Uresonance) the total reactivp power 
Qt(u) is positive (the case of 'over the resonance voltage'). For the 
mathematical analysis this is the 'normal' case and the unknown ~(( u) 
exponent is expected in the 'normal' range (but not constant;. 

c) In the cases of (0 > 2 and U < Uresonance) the total reaccive pmvcr 
Qt(u) is negative (the case of 'under the resonance volt<tge'j. FOI 

the mathematical analysis this is an'opposite'j'unusual case: trle 
coefficients of the left hand side (Q LO and QeD), ; reference rea eti vc 
power of inductive and capacitive loads' in Eg. (5) are positive. trie 
coefficient of the right hand (QtO) 'reference reactive powe, of the 
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combined load' is negative and the unknown ~((11) exponent is lil an 
'unusual' range (see the results later). 

The method itself for the identification of the parameters for this type 
of the simulation needs some measured value of the total reactive Qt(u) in 
both voltage ranges (,before' and 'after' the resonance) and two segments of 
the evaluations. It means that the free selection of the pairs of the reference 
values (Qw at Co voltage) is done tViice: a pair of them in the range 'after 
the resonance' and another one in the range 'before the resonance'. 

The consequence of this method is the duplication of the implementa
tion of the combined load simulation to the computer programs: simulations 
before and after the resonance. The feature of this new method will be ex
plained by studying and evaluating the next figures, edited for thes\? cases. 
It is necessary to declare that the lP-ature of this method is due to the use 
of usual polynome / exponent / power type of the rriathematical model for 
the non-linear loads. Results of the calculated Ad 11) are shown in Fig . . 1. In 
this diagram the are different variations for the 
declared referent volt ages in 

60.0 

40.0 

20.0 

-20.0 

-40.0 

-60.0 

-80.0 

00.0 
of 1 he cornbincd case 1 

In ,{ a ne\\' characteristic resulted, the calculated 
characteristic form. to the pu re ind ucti \'e 

ences are: 

.15 

Up:u. 

the characteristics are not continuous. there i~ 

point of resonance: 

1.25 

differ-

al the 

the range of the exponent is much greater, especially in the 10\\'er 
voltage domain: 

- there is a yoltage domain \vhere negatiye exponent is needed. 
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3.2.2. Case 2 Qeo > Q10 

Compensation level at the nominal voltage in this case was set with value 
of Ko = 125%, Qeo = 1.25", QLO, and the voltage at which the resonance 
resulted is calculated = l.057Uo). Results of the calculated! are 
shown in Fig. 5. In Figs. 4, 5 the range of ~f(U) in both zones is decreasing, 
as the voltage increases compared to the previous inductive cases. 

100.0 

62.0 

24.0 

-52.0 

-90.0 

.J. 

i.25 

7'1 =0.80 p.1J.. 
-5- r2=O.9Zp.1J.. 
-'- r3= 1.04 ]:;.1!.. 
-+ ,.4=1.05 p.u. 
-r 7"5= 1.20 1J.U. 
.-. cL'isco-niinuity 

') of the cOD'1blned 1oaci, case 2 (undercompensation) 

From the evaluation of the mathematical modeL for combined j:1duCiiYe
capacitive load. it has been documented that: 

the 'equivalent load 1 exponent is not constant: 
the position and lhe form of '( ) function depend on the selection of 

the change of Uref causes some shifting of characteristics: 
the range of depends on the para.meters of the load components: 

- in the voltage viHiation at the resonance voltage there is a singularity 
in the calculation of characteristics and there is a change of its 
sign: 

- t he ~; (u) value in both zones has a decreasing tendency. this is d Lie to 
O\'2r- and Linder-compensation of the combined load characteristics. 

3.2.3. Tendency and Conclusions for Combined Inductil'e-Capacitil'e Loadc"i 

There are very signif1cant common tendencies and conclusions for these case::: 
(combined loads, 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). 

In chapter 3.1 the non-linearity, caused by the single or paraliel pure 
inductive loads was studied. For these cases the expone!11.S were no': 
constant but they had some positive (monotonous) slope in the range of 2 ... 6. 
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There are very important riifferences in the values and sign of the A((U) 
exponents if they are compared in the combined (inductive-capacitit'e) cases 
and the 'normal cases' (pure inductive loads). 

1) For the combined loads there are the follO\ving main types of the A((U) 
exponents: 

a) if the actual voltage is large ( it is in the range greater than the 
resonCince) and the reference voltage in Eg. (5) is also in this large 
range, then the "r(u) exponents are positive numbers, in the range 
of 5 .... 25: 

b) if the actual voltage is small ( it is in the range smaller than 
the resonance) and the reference voltage is in this small range. 
then the Aj(U) exponents are negative numbers. in the range of 
-5.... 35: 

c) these large ranges of the voltage dependent A; exponent in a) 
and b) are the consequence of the subtraction of the inducti\'~ 
and capacitive reactive po\ver components in . By the 
pure cases of parallel connected inductive-capacitive components 
of the mathematical model it can be stated that only a forced 
value of the exponent in the equivalent load can the 
deficit in the QiO QLO Qeo coefficient. It is true for the 
real combined loads, too. The range of the \'oltage dependent 
exponent Ar( depends on the parameters of the components. 

2) There is a singularity in the point of the resonance and this 
poim divides into two 'sides' the model: 

3) It is not easy tu flml a 'common model' 
. r 
H the hoie 

there is 2. model by and the side form is de'Clcied 'Co 

use: 
:1) For ad\·culced computer simu]2.tions of the combined 

1.ho1's can propose two main types of the mode): 
loads the au-

a) ,'vIathemaiicai models 

n::>h:t,r"j forn: 

b) 0l71pcmc:m models by separation of the combined L (wc! C loads 
to Qdll) and Qc(l1) components and to lmplc:ml:;nt 
models to computer programs. 
These aTe significant netL' do not aliow 
constant range and method for 0: = 2 ... 6, [ll]. 

4. Analysis of La.bc}r<;,tclry IV'Ieasurements 

1 1 tnese SllD-

use 

Evaluation of the laboratory measurement was made first for two different 
parallel connected inductive load components and then for load comDosed 
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of pafidlel inducti\'e and capantlve components. The compensation level 
\yas changed by increasing the number of capacitors. 

4-1. Pure Inductive Loads 

Calculated :3t characteristics of parallel connected inductive loads for the 
three cases the evaluations different reference yoltage values are shmvn 
in Table 4 and 2n Fig. 6. 

r~rLlble "f. 3= (?1) of the cOlnbined TI1easured loads 

3.0 
... 71=Q.85 p:u.. 
+ ,-2= 1.00 p.11. 
-r ,-3=1.15 p.11.. 

2. 5 .L7o--'---o.J..8-o-----o....J.g~0:--'---:-1 -=.070 --'---:1-:.1:-:0:--~:-1 .~2;::-0 --'--:-'1 .30 

Up.'!.!. 

Fig. 6. 3, (u) of the measured pure inductiye loads 

4.2. Combined Inductire-Capaciti('e Load 

4.2.1. Case 1 Qca < QLO 

In this case the compensation level at the nominal voltage was 1<"'"a = /9 
Qca = 0.792 * QLO, and the voltage at v.:hich the resonance resulted IS 
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*QL 
+Qc 

0.35f 

0.25 -Qt 

\-. r s: 
~ 0.15 
0" 

0.05 

O. 
-0.05 

:VI. A. BASHJRI et a1. 

1.101.201.30 

Up:u. 
Flg. 7. Measured reactiYe power 

65.0 

29.0 

11.0 

are 
The cases shown in 
cbaracteristics as in 3.2.1 

4.2.2. Case 2 Qeo > QLD 

1.05 

-e-rl=O.75p.ll. 
-r r2=O.B2 p.ll. 
+ r3=O.S9 p.ll. 
+- r4=1.00 p.ll. 
+ r5=1.25 p.l1 . 
.... discontinuity 

1.15 

Up.u. 

hayc resulted 
3 and 

1.25 

111 siI'n ilar 

In this case the compensation level at the nominal voltage was I(o = 110.7%, 
and the voltage at v,:hich the resonance resulted is (U = l.O,SUo). Calculated 
~i(n) values are plotted in Fig. 9. 
For the measured cases of the combined loads there are the same tendencies 
as for the mathematical models: singularity at the resonance voltage, large 



-10 

-20 

-30 

-c- ,.1=0.75 P.-cL. 
-+ ,.2=0.85 p.-cL. 
-+- ,.3= LOO p.-cL. 
-i!>- 74= 1.05 p.t!. 

- T5= L1611:U. 
+ 76= 1.24 p.u 
.... discontinuity 

nOIT:1ti,,'p or positiye values of 
:he resonallce volt.age. 
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1.15 1.25 

CAIJUllC'L! LOO in the r;;Lnges ; before' and ; after' 

On an actual lletv;ork in the time there are changes of inductiyc 
capacitive components in the loads. The results of both mathe

maticcd and measured cases document that in the cases of the compensated 
nel\';"orks (combined non-linear inductive and capacitive loads), it is not right 
to simulate by constant exponents the reactive part of the reduced power 
on the nodes and the ,·a.!ues of the exponents can exceed the val1.2es given 
in t.he publications. both in magnitude and in sign. as ,,·ell. (The negatiye 
exponents are valid if there is an overcom pensation). 

Q. Analysis of On-site IV1easurements 

In order to validate and test the novel method, analysis of gathered data 
from field measurement was made for some measured loads. A voltage
current load characteristic measurement at the Rakoskeresztur substation 
\vas performed, with staged transformer tap-change on the 20 kV bus side 
\\'ith step of about '?:: 29C. Evaluation of the load characteristics of some 
loads was made where the reference voltage was selected to be the first 
point on the tap step. Results of ~;(u) calculation are shown in Tablc 5 and 
plotted in Fig. 1 O. 

Fig. 10 shows that the load characteristic values of the selected loads are 
varying between 1.0 < ~((u) < 9.0. 
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Table 5. -(( u) ranges of the measured loads 

Load/tap steps 1 2 I 3 4 
IKARUSZ ~(( u) 3.29 4.63 I 4 . .52 I 4.63 

PESTI ut feU) I .5.23 I .S.14 
G6dollo -,(u) I 5.93 6.23 

Cinkota ~;(u) I 4.86 I 4.4.5 I 4.20 
Vegyimuvek ~r(u) 11.66 11.39 1l.I.s 

i 0.0 

8.0 

2.0 

..". lle a:rus z 

..",.Pesti.ut 
-GodoUo 
+Cinkota 
"* Vegymuvek 

0-8.9 L.g-,,_._, ."'='0":'"0-'-':""1 ."'='0-:-1 ~':""1."'='0-:::2-'-:-1.~0-:;3-'-:-1 -::.0:-:4-'-71 -::.0:;:5-:-1. 0 6 

Up.u. 

Fig. 10. ; ranges of the rneasured loa.ds 

6, Tendencies and Conclusions 

and on-site ITleaSllrernents. the tniin1nT':0' , .. '-'uu""""",, 

E"leaSUrernents 
dra'\\'n: 

for the 'en11"'? load' 
the position and form of the Uf 
sele~tion of Uref, t he change or" 
and characteristics: 

) exponents are HOl ~~""" .•• ", 

fUllctions depend on the 
( 

- the range of Cu) depends on the of the COIIlI)OI.H:'lll.;" 

and O'i) and the range of on the components (Qw and 
the (u) is less them the larger (Xi exponent and greater than the 
smaller exi exponent, and it is closer to the exponent having larger 
QLiO value; 

- the compensation ratio increases to-100%, it results in singularity (res
onance point) in the calculation of -r(u) parameters and also in changes 
of its sign: 
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- the large ranges of the voltage dependent {(ll) exponent are the con
sequence of the subtraction in Eg. for a pure case of parallel con
nected inductive-capacitive components of the mathematical model 
and laboratory measurements: 
the non-linear inductive and combined load characteristics cannot be 
expressed as constant exponent but as a continuous, non-linear expo
nent J t ( u) and (11) functions (see Figs. 1, 2, 6 and Figs. 3, 4, 
10) : 

-- the constant for 'c,ne simuia.tion is nOL so accnrate in all the 
cases. so the method can be more accurate than the rnethod 
used so far. 

can be used. 

Of course. 2:11 the regressions 

easy to find an analytical fllDctioil 
but as an 2.~d"'ianccd se,lution ir can 

of different. order 

some error but first order or 
second order can result in ~10re accurate sirYlulation 
than that of the constant exponent . Evaluation of non-
linear load characteri~.tics has shown it can be modeled more accurately 
v:ith the second order regrrossion algorithm 

It has been reaiized how important it is to knmy the values of 
Q La and 3lu) from the point of ',iew of resonance of the sy'st.em. therefore. 
it is suggested to an algorithm to calculate these unkno\\'ns based 
on the calculation of": ( of the combined load. 

:vIost commercially available programs use only ZIP model ,,':hieh does 
not reflect rnost of rhe load variation in C1 .. n accurate \ya\7. due to vOltage 
\;ariation [111. So the constant exponent for the 'silnuiation is n;r 
valid any more. On the other hemd, the proposed models wii! have significant 
effect on the study of system simulations, in this way the risk of voltage 
overshoot in the load side ,md later voltage dip in the bulk power system 
can be accuratel~' simulated. The application of the prop05ed algorithms in 
advanced net"\\'ork simulation programs like EDS can result in much better 
and more influential model representation which can reflect to the essential 
behavior of the loads. 

7. Summary 

This paper introduces a general novel approach for modeling and simulation 
of non-linear inductive and combined loads based on a former one 1161. The 
proposed models are based on the generally used polynomial form "of Q - C 
static characteristics. but by the 3t (,u) and ~((1l) volt.age depend em exponent~ 
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developed much more accurate load simulation can be obtained. Bv more 
on-site measurements of combined loads on selected sites of the net\\"ork. 
calculation of voltage dependent load characteristics and the parameters of 
the regressions can be implemented to a computer program like EDS. 
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